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**Abstract**

A major thrust in brain machine interface (BMI) is to establish a robust, *bi-directional* direct link between the central nervous system (CNS) and artificial devices (e.g., medical implants, artificial organs, neural stimulators, robotic hands, etc.) for cybernetic interface and treatment of a range of neurodegenerative conditions. Significant effort has centered on support of motor control through external devices and direct stimulation through implanted electrodes in the brain, ideally supporting paralyzed or neurally damaged patients by bypassing damaged regions of the brain.

The talk will review current research thrusts of the Biomechatronics Laboratory at Imperial College London in brain machine interfaces. Work highlighted will include mapping human emotional response to cooperative robots, prosthetic and cybernetic interfaces for robotic control, and signal decoding of deep brain implants for quantification of motion artifacts based on neural signal mapping.
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